[Indications, effectiveness and tolerance of the rehabilitation techniques aimed at improving recovery of awareness following a traumatic brain injury].
In the context of a consensus conference, this review aims at identifying through a comprehensive review and critical analysis of the literature the different rehabilitation programs used to promote the level of consciousness of brain injured patients. By using the following data banks: Medline, Embase, Francis, Pascal, 97 articles published between 1980 and 2001 were found and 19 of them were finally selected. These 19 articles were synthesized through critical assessment charts. Six others articles, among those, expert opinion, literature reviews and consensus conferences were not assessed through critical assessment charts. RESULTS-DISCUSSION: Two non invasive interventions have been identified: these are sensory stimulation and sensory regulation. Neurostimulation, a surgical technique has not been discussed here. Most of the authors claim (16/19) for positive results. However, the major part of these studies contains serious methodological flaws which do not resist to critical analysis. Because of these methodological flaws and despite the good results claimed by the authors, there is up to date no evidence that clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of sensory stimulation or sensory regulation programs. Further clinical research in this area is necessary.